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INSTRUCTION TO CANDIDATES :
1 '  sEcr loN'A is  coMPULSoRY consis t ing of  rEN quest ions carry ing TWo markseach.
2 '  sEcr loN-B conta ins F lvE quest ions carry ing F lvE marks each and studentshas to attempt any FOUR questions.
3 '  sEcr toN-c conta ins THREE quest ions carry ing TEN rnarks each and studentshas to attempt any TWO questions.

SECTION.A

l. Write briefly :

(a) Define a unit sample sequence.

(b) What do you mean by Nyquist rate ?

(c) Differentiate between energy and power signals.

(d) Differentiate between stable and unstable systems.

(e) What is the RoC of z-transform of a finite duration casual signal ?

(0 Give the time reversal property of the z_transform.

(g) What is the difference between linear convolution and cir.c,lar convolution?

(h) What is Gibbs phenomenon?

(i) What is Frequency Warping ?

0) What are lirnit Cycle Oscillations ?

SECTION-B

2' Determine the range of values of the parameter 'a' for which the linear time-invariant system with impulse response h(n) : an u(n) is stable.
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Horv is DFT usecl in iincar fihering? i'rxptlin.

Determine the z-transforin and the ROC of the sisnri

x(n) : [3 (2")4(3")]u(n)

Explain the'Impurse Invariance method of IIR filter cresig*.
what are limit cycle oscilrations? wh1,co they arise,? Exprairr

Explain the architecture

Obtain the direct form
system :

SECTION-C

of TMS processors.

I, direct form II, cascade and paraile i str.uctures for the

y(n) '= 0'5y(n-l) + 0'25 y(n-2) + x(n) + x(n-r). Is rhe sysrcm stable?
9' compute the 8-point DFT of the sequence using decimation-in rirne FIir algorithm:

f l ,  o  n<7x(n)  :  <
|.0, otherwise
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